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Cloud computing is a distinctive form of the recent well-developed distributed computing which supplies multiple services to the customers on their demand. Recently, the main concern of cloud computing is a typical resource management, especially in terms of resource allocation. Various number of methods were and still being proposed by researchers in order to provide sufficient solutions that overcome the issues of current resource allocation methods. In this work, a performance analysis is conducted on a dynamic market based algorithm for resource allocation in virtual machines of the cloud. For multi-attribute combinatorial double auction model where the simulation experiments was performed to simulate the actual business auctions’ procedures in order to consider the profits for both the cloud customers and providers, manage the QoS metrics that being provided to cloud customers, and apply penalties on false QoS providers as well as compensating the customers. The results showed that multi-attribute combinatorial double auction model has enhanced the previous
combinatorial double auction resource allocation model by including QoS in provider’s bids, prevented SLA violation by penalty imposition and guaranteed customers’ satisfaction with delivered service. And for further analysis two more parameters were measured which are execution time and VMs’ utilization was improved.
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Untuk model Multi-Attribute Combinatorial Double Auction di mana eksperimen simulasi yang dilakukan untuk mensimulasi prosedur di dalam mempertimbangkan keuntungan bagi kedua-dua pihak iaitu pelanggan dan pembekal, seterusnya dapat menguruskan metrik kualiti perkhidmatan (QoS) yang disediakan kepada pelanggan.
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>Service-Level Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBM</td>
<td>Queuing-Based Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBM</td>
<td>Heuristic-Based Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOM</td>
<td>Market Oriented Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLM</td>
<td>Machine Learning Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPM</td>
<td>Bin-Packing Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>Virtual Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCT</td>
<td>Open Cloud Testbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSim</td>
<td>Data Center Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDOSim</td>
<td>Cloud deployment option Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDCSim</td>
<td>Green Data Center Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS</td>
<td>Millions of Instructions Per Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBs</td>
<td>Mega Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/S</td>
<td>Bits per Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost/MI</td>
<td>cost per Million of Instructions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Cloud computing is a service computing model where users have the ability to access this environment requesting for a service according to certain requirements without any knowledge of the location of physical component or service delivery mechanism. The essential idea of cloud computing can be described as a worldwide software which can be used anywhere any time by huge number of users instead of consumption of the product and resources by installing this software on each individual computer. Data centers are the base infrastructure of cloud computing and providers are responsible for data centers’ maintenance and monitoring permanently. The enterprise usage of this paradigm would eliminates individual computing costs. The heterogeneity of users’ requirements imposes responsibility on service providers in terms of service availability, quality and delivery. The main principle of cloud datacenters is allocation of resources based on the user request with optimal performance, lower energy consumption and lower cost.

As mentioned in Mohamaddiah et al., (2014) NIST have represented the cloud architecture consisting several units, the most recognizable are:

Cloud Provider: to provide service to cloud users.

Cloud Broker: manages interactions between user and provider.

Cloud Consumer: service user.
The Resource Allocation process according to Mohamaddiah et al., (2014) is one of the bases of successful Resource Management in distributed environment especially Cloud computing. As shown in Figure 1.1, the other bases of Resource Management are Resource Monitoring and Resource discovery.

![Figure 1.1 Resource Management branches. Source: (Mohamaddiah et al., 2014)](image)

Compared to grid computing which focuses on dividing the job into tasks to be scheduled with the proper scheduling algorithm, Cloud computing focuses more on the perception of Virtualization and resource allocation, since cloud computing is considered as well-developed business model. Therefore, efficient solutions are required in terms of allocation of resources to meet consumers’ demands. Most of the approaches that was used for grid computing scheduling were applicable to cloud computing, most of those schemes aims for maximizing the system utility regardless to the market nature of cloud computing which require to increase the competition level among users as well as providers. Before describing the resource allocation mechanisms, Resources should be introduced first. A Resource can be a physical or virtual item that will be utilized by a consumer Singh and Chana, (2016). Different
types of resources involved in resource management in cloud computing are illustrated in Figure 1.2.

![Figure 1.2 Classification of resources](source: (Singh and Sukhpal, 2015))

Allocation of resources is the process of assigning the resources after being requested by the customer based on certain requirements. The allocation is divided into two basic categories:

Static Allocation: where the user must be able to request the resource from cloud providers earlier according to its requirements. In this case either low or over resource utilization is probable.

Dynamic Allocation: on-demand request applied by cloud user, here the level of utilization is better than the static allocation but the problem in this case will be resource availability.

Resource allocation algorithms is very interesting research area in due to the issues of cloud computing that need to be solved. For instances customers’ satisfaction,
maximized revenue of providers, execution time minimization, reduction of energy consumption or execution cost minimization or other efficient performance factors which might result from an optimal resource allocation algorithm.

Generally an optimal resource allocation process is known to be a challenging job to cloud scientists as they are required to seek for the satisfaction of customers as equal as providers.

The available resources such as memory, storage, CPU, network bandwidth etc. necessary to be assigned to the demanded customers economically for professional resource management process. However, management of Quality of services (QoS) and customer satisfaction with the received QoS is considered as one of the current cloud problems that need to be solved (Gouda et al., 2013).

Load balancing, resources utilization, maximizing the revenue of cloud computing parties and more goals clearly reflects the importance of efficient resource allocation in cloud computing. Some of the distinguished benefits of resource allocation process within the scientific society of the cloud are:

- There is no medium or place limitations by means that the resource can be reached by customer anywhere and anytime.
- The increasing number of resource providers eliminates the scarcity of resources in cloud market.
• Reduce the general consumption of software and hardware components by users which will save a big amount of money as well as protection of environment by saving energy.

• No software or hardware needed, just an internet connection.

1.2 Significance of the study

The market based resource allocation schemes are ideal for providing resources on demand to consumers in terms of pricing and trade Yousafzai et al., (2016). In addition to a various range of advantages, malicious users (Zombie clients) for example can be detected using some statistical pricing schemes that performs some analysis on historical users’ data. The problem with pricing schemes that they do not consider issues such as utilization of resources or fault tolerance mechanisms. Another goal need to be achieved in resource allocation is considering the Quality of Service (QoS) for effective scheduling. Requirements of QoS could be one of many parameters such as security, scalability, availability, response time, throughput, performance etc.

1.3 Problem Statement

Current market-based approaches such as auctions have been widely used in cloud computing for efficient resource management and to enhance the economic productivity and revenue maximization. The issue with the current auctions mechanism that they mainly rely on the lowest price only which is offered by one provider in order to determine the auction winner. Besides, they basically look forward to increase provider’s profit. And most significantly, there is no guarantee that this provider will provide a good quality resources to cloud customers. Therefore, the
proposed multi-attribute combinatorial double auction model (MCDAM) will be implemented to perform an analysis on its ability for solving the above mentioned issues.

1.4 Objectives

A performance analysis on multi-attribute combinatorial double auction model MCDAM for Resource allocation in cloud computing Virtual machines. The implementation of the proposed model will be performed to:

i. Estimates the utility for both providers and brokers.

ii. The utility will be calculated based on the quantified value of QoS parameter and price.

iii. Penalty will be imposed on false QoS providers.

iv. Customers who received false QoS are compensated.

1.5 Scope

This work presents a performance analysis of MCDAM for Virtual machines allocation. This MCDAM can calculate the utility for both providers and brokers where the utility will be calculated based on the bid price and the quantified value of QoS parameter. However, Imposing penalty on providers of VMs who in fact offer low QoS as well as compensating the unsatisfied customers.
1.6 Organization of thesis

The rest of this project report is organized as follows:


Chapter 3: the research methodology is dissected.

Chapter 4: Scenarios of simulation and System implementation.

Chapter 5: Discussion of Simulation results.

Chapter 6: Conclusion and future work.
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